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Having read a couple of postings online which questioned expansion of subsonic
bullets, I decided to test this myself. I have a background in experimental
psychophysics, and I think data are fun, anyway.
I made up a stack of telephone books, tied them with nylon string, and soaked
them for several days in a plastic tub filled with water. The paper expanded maybe
5% against the strings, which stretched to accommodate it. The final height of the
stack was 473 mm to its highest point, which bulged a little beyond the strings.
I decided to fire two rounds each of seven different loads. My guns were a Smith
& Wesson 22A (.22 LR) and a Ruger P345 (.45 ACP). The conditions were as
follows:

Test conditions (2 rounds each):
Calibre

Barrel (cm)

Bullet

.22

14

CCI Green Tag LR LRN.

40 gr solid lead.

.22

14

Federal High Velocity LR.

36 gr hollow pt.

.45

10.8

Winchester ACP.

230 gr jhp.

.45

10.8

Winchester ACP.

230 gr jhp + silicone.

.45

10.8

Winchester ACP.

230 gr jhp + epoxy.

.45

10.8

Winchester ACP.

185 gr jhp (Silvertip)

.45

10.8

Winchester ACP.

230 gr full metal jacket.

In the table, "jhp" means "jacketted hollow point".
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For the conditions "+ silicone" and "+ epoxy", I filled a 230 gr. hollow point either
with some silicone (DevCon clear) or with a bead of epoxy glue (DevCon 2-ton).
Here are photos of the resulting rounds:

Fig. 1. .22LR 40 gr solid and 36 gr hollow point rounds.

plain jhp

jhp + silicone

jhp + epoxy

Silvertip

full metal

Fig. 2. The .45 ACP rounds. For the filled hollow points, the clear silicone did not reach the lip of the
hollow; the epoxy was beaded beyond the lip and made the bullet profile taller.

I wanted to use the same wetpack for all tests, so I made up a target with
numerically coded circles to separate the bullet impact points. I set up the wetpack
and target downrange, using a wooden stick to define the muzzle-to-target distance
and to align my firing position. Here is the setup:

Fig. 3a. Target closeup.

Fig. 3b. Range setup.
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The stick was 6 feet long; I kept the muzzle slightly behind the white line shown
in figure 3b; this made the shooting distance about 1.9 m. The time was
midmorning; the ground was damp from previous rain or fog.
I loaded each round individually onto a full magazine and tried to keep the
muzzle positioned so that the bullet path in the wetpack would be perpendicular to
the target. This worked except for #13 and #14 in figure 3a; these were shot
somewhat downward, because the handgrip of the gun prevented the barrel from
being lowered horizontally to the level of the circle. For #14, I tried to compensate
by aiming a little high.
Figure 4 shows how the target looked after the test shooting, which was complete
about 1 1/2 hours after removing the wetpack from the water. Two big holes near
the top corners were to tack the target paper to the front of the wetpack:

Fig. 4. The shot-up target. Handwritten notes are notes of
bullet penetration distance measurements made after removal
from the wetpack.

The results were as in the next table. After standing up the wetpack with target
on top and measuring its height, I peeled off pages from front to back until I reached
each bullet. I then took the penetration depth as the middle of the bullet. I
defined the middle as the midpoint of bullets resting sideways, or as the average of
tip and base depths of bullets which were found pointing in the direction of motion,
whether expanded or not.
Because of slight wetpack compression differences caused by the nylon cords, the
penetration depths should be assumed accurate to no better than about 10 mm.
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Bullet Target Assignments and Measurements:
Circle
#

Depth
(mm)

Bullet

Expansion Area (mm2)

1

.22LR 40 gr solid lead

155

Sideways ~= 54.

2

.22LR 40 gr solid lead

174

Sideways ~= 56.

3

.22LR 36 gr hollow pt

126

d = 7 => 38.5.

4

.22LR 36 gr hollow pt

132

d = 8 => 50.3.

5

.45ACP 230 gr jhp

126

d = 18 => 255.

6

.45ACP 230 gr jhp

131

d = 17 => 227.

7

.45ACP 230 gr jhp + silicone

133

d = 15 => 177.

8

.45ACP 230 gr jhp + silicone

115

d = 17 => 227.

9

.45ACP 230 gr jhp + epoxy

264

Sideways ~= 150.

10

.45ACP 230 gr jhp + epoxy

243

Sideways ~= 145.

11

.45ACP 185 gr jhp (Silvertip)

113

d = 18 => 255.

12

.45ACP 185 gr jhp (Silvertip)

111

d = 17 => 227.

13

.45ACP 230 gr full metal jacket

> 265

14

.45ACP 230 gr full metal jacket

316

Lost. Exit at about 265 mm.
No tilt => 95.

The sideways bullets all rested almost perfectly parallel to the target. None of
the bullet paths in the wetpack showed any slithering or other big deviation from a
straight line. Areas are approximated from length x width of the sideways bullets,
minus some for the ogive, and from maximum diameter of the others. The .45
expanding bullets all made cavities before they came to rest; this is discussed below.
Bullet #13 exitted cleanly, the exit hole showing no expansion or tilting, and hit
the ground under the wetpack; however, the exit was overlooked, and the bullet was
not recovered.
The .22 cal. Results:

Fig. 5a. Target 1 & 2 bullets.

Fig. 5b. Target 3 & 4 bullets.

Fig. 5c. Target 3 & 4 bullets.
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The .45 cal. Results (photo scales are approximately equalized):

Fig. 6. Target 5 & 6 bullets (plain jhp).

Fig. 7. Target 7 & 8 bullets (silicone jhp). Some silicone fill was recovered near one bullet.

Fig. 8. Target 11 & 12 bullets (Silvertip jhp). A jacket fragment was recovered near one bullet.

Fig. 9a. Target 9 & 10 bullets (epoxy jhp).

Fig 9b Target 14 bullet.(full metal)

Discussion
There was no measuring apparatus available for bullet speed; but, given the
barrel lengths and using published data, the .22 bullets moved at no more than 1000
ft/s (300 m/s) and the .45 at less than 900 ft/s (275 m/s). The speed of sound in air is
about 330 m/s. The speed of sound in water is over four times that in air.
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Wounding Implications
Based on Bekesy's (1948) measurements of the human head, the speed of sound in
mammalian tissue (excluding outer layers of bone or tooth) probably would be less
than twice that in air.
Therefore, all the bullets in this experiment may be assumed to have been
subsonic in all media involved. Thus, none of the bullets in this experiment would
have initiated a shock wave in the wetpack target or in mammalian tissue. For this
reason, the calculated energy "deposited" in the wetpack would be meaningless as
an estimate of wounding effectiveness.
The Fackler (1987) paper supports this conclusion to the extent of pointing out
that the elastic, self-recovering, temporary cavity in tissue caused by a bullet does
not contribute to wounding effectiveness. This cavity represents the initial
rarefactional phase volume of a sound wave, not a shock wave, a distinction not
made by Fackler. Fackler's temporary cavity undoubtedly was most of the cavity I
observed, but did not record, in my (inelastic) wetpack experiment. The temporary
cavity probably also is most of the cavity visible in gelatin experiments: Gelatin has
a very low elastic limit (as does paper); it cracks easily, like glass. Gelatin could
propagate cracks or permanent displacements because of subsonic impact. The
difference between sonic and supersonic cavity displacements in gelatin may have
been investigated experimentally; but, if so, I am unaware of it.
Incidentally, the 10 rounds of .45 ACP I fired into the wetpack did not move it
even 1 mm on the damp dirt of the ground.
A bullet would have to impact at a speed supersonic in tissue to cause a shock
wave; some of the wounding then could be described in terms of the shock-wave
energy. Of course, a bullet supersonic in air could initiate a shock wave in aircontaining organs such as lungs, stomach, or intestine, if the bullet retained enough
speed during penetration. However, any such air-borne shock wave would have to
propagate a shock into tissue, somehow, or stretch or crush it beyond its limit, to
cause further wounding.
Neither Fackler's (1987) paper nor the very recent review papers by Courtney and
Courtney (2008) seem to acknowledge the importance of the speed of sound in
evaluation of terminal ballistics. This is an oversight which should be corrected if
wounding effects are to be understood fully.
This writer has adopted provisionally the view that there are two main, generic
factors in wounding effectiveness of subsonic projectiles: The volume of tissue
swept out (crushed) by the projectile, and the potential for rapid blood loss. These
are the same as those of Fackler (1987). The most effectively wounding subsonic
bullet, then, would be one (a) with the greatest cross-sectional area on its path
through the tissue and (b) which exitted the body, causing two openings for loss of
blood. The best bullet would be the one which expanded best and which created
both an entrance and an exit wound.
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Analysis of the Experimental Results
As a visual description of the effectiveness of the rounds used in this experiment,
here is a graph of the average penetration depths, calculated from the table above:

Fig. 10. Average penetration depth in mm.

All the expanding bullets, including the .22 calibre ones, penetrated about to the
same depth, with the Silvertips penetrating slightly, but probably significantly, less
than the others.
To read this graph in perspective, the typical chest depth of an adult human male
would be over 225 mm. Assuming wetpack to be a valid model of chest contents, an
exit wound by this measure can't be guaranteed except by the unexpanding rounds.
Keeping in mind the artificial uniformity of wetpack, one might question whether
any of the expanding bullets could damage the spine if delivered by a frontal entry
requiring penetration of a rib.
Clearly, the humble .22LR solid round is potentially a deadly one, even from a
relatively short-barrelled weapon.
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The approximate cross-sectional area of the bullets at final resting place is
displayed graphically here:

Fig. 11. Average bullet area in mm2.

The 185 gr Silvertips and the 230 gr plain jhp bullets expanded about equally
well. Filling the jhp hollows with silicone apparently decreased the expansion of
the 230 gr jhp bullets while not much changing penetration.
I added the silicone on the following reasoning: A plain hollow point is filled with
compressible air; therefore, expansion might not occur until target material had
been penetrated enough to fill the hollow. Therefore, prefilling the hollow with soft
but incompressible silicone glue should cause earlier and therefore greater
expansion. This hypothesis was not borne out by the results.
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To estimate a volume of equivalent tissue damage from the available data, each
cross-sectional area from the table above was multiplied by its bullet's penetration
depth for the following graph:

Fig. 12. Average bullet path volume in cm3.

It is recognized that the process of expansion of the jacketted bullets would create
nonuniform cavities along each bullet's path; such cavities, for some distance along
the path, would have an area exceeding that of the final, resting, expanded bullet.
In fact, these cavities were observed. However, no cavity measurement was taken,
so the (bullet area) x (penetration depth) will have to do for now.
Using the measure adopted, the .45ACP epoxy-filled jhp would seem to be the
deadliest round. However, the tilting and lack of expansion probably invalidates
the measure rather than proving anything about epoxy. It is not certain why these
bullets tilted sideways, whereas the full metal jacketed ones did not. The tilt may
have occurred late in the path, meaning that the wounding was about the same as
that of an untilted bullet, except at the very end. The tilting may have been just
chance. One explanation might be that the epoxy was slightly asymmetrical,
causing the bullet to nutate in flight; the bullet thus impacted at a slight angle,
which caused it to precess during penetration and tilt as it lost spin and came to
rest. I did notice that the tilt of the .22LR solid bullets occurred a considerable
distance before their resting place in the wetpack, the final path being that of a
statically sideways bullet; however, I did not think to measure this at the time, and
I do not recall the paths of the epoxy-filled jhp bullets.
Ignoring the epoxy-filled rounds, both the .45ACP plain jhp and the full metal
jacket rounds would seem to be the best choices for causing damage to flesh. The
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Silvertips come in second by the measure chosen, and the silicone-filled jhp's come
in a close third.
One minor observation: While recovering the bullets from the wetpack, it was
noticed that the expanding bullets (including the .22LR hollow points) tended to
collect a paper-mache-like mash of damp, linted paper fragments. Some of the
photos above were taken only after extended cleaning of the jacket petals: The dried
mache was dug out with a big needle. However, the silicone-filled bullets were
almost completely clean, and their petals were folded more neatly back than those of
the Silvertip or 230 gr plain hollow points.

Conclusion
This was a very small experiment, and the results definitely are subject to a great
deal of statistical uncertainty. However, based on everything actually recorded as
above, the present writer would feel most comfortable in using .45 ACP 230 gr
rounds for defensive purposes. Where penetration of neighboring walls was a
concern in an urban environment, one might prefer the hollow points over the full
metal jackets.
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Here are a few online web sites I found with more or less relevant information:
http://www.frfrogspad.com/wetpak.htm
http://www.hipowersandhandguns.com/Expansion%20and%20Penetration.htm
http://www.firearmstactical.com/test_data/45acp/win45-185st-g30.htm
http://www.angelfire.com/art/enchanter/pigboard.html
http://www.sightm1911.com/lib/other/jh_45acp.htm

